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THE LEBESGUE DECOMPOSITION

FOR GROUP-VALUED SET FUNCTIONS
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TIM TRAYNOR(1)

ABSTRACT.   A Lebesgue-type decomposition is obtained for finitely

additive set functions on a ring with values in topological groups.  Correspond-

ing results for Fréchet-Nikodym topologies are included.  This generalizes

Darst's result for real-valued set functions and a result of Drewnowski.

Introduction.  Let R be a ring of sets, and let p. and v be finitely additive

functions on R with values in commutative topological groups. In [7], we saw

that if p is s-bounded we can give an adequate Lebesgue-type decomposition

theorem for the algebraic type of absolute continuity (ji is f-continuous in this

sense if p vanishes on p-null sets). This sort of decomposition is of primary inter-

est when ju is o-additive, R is a o-ring (or S-ring), and the range of v is metrizable.

The reason is that, in this case, the algebraic type of absolute continuity actually

implies a topological continuity [2], [9] (roughly speaking, ju is i>-continuous in

this sense iff p(A) is small whenever v(E) is small for all E in R contained in A).

For finitely additive functions, it is this condition which is really of interest. In

the real-valued situation, Darst [1] proved that for bounded, real-valued additive

functions, p, v, there is a Lebesgue decomposition for this kind of absolute con-

tinuity; namely, that p can be uniquely written as the sum of bounded additive

functions px, p2 such that Uj is ^-continuous and p2 is p-singular in the sense that

for each e > 0 there exists E in R such that for all A in R, v(A C\E)<e and p(A \E)

< e (Darst assumed R was an algebra, but this is no less general).

In [7], we obtained a Lebesgue-type decomposition for group-valued set

functions using the topological type of ^-continuity.   Unfortunately, the singu-

larity condition (called continuity nowhere) was formally weaker (cf. §3).

Drewnowski [2] obtained a very nice decomposition for group-valued functions

using a stronger notion of singularity, in the case the dominating set function

has (pseudo) metrizable range.   Drewnowski reminds us that (topological) v-

continuity is the same as continuity in the uniform topology [2], [6] induced
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on R by v— if v is nonnegative real valued, this is the topology of the metric

(A, B) —*■ v(A AB) - and he takes this point of view in his decomposition. He

thus decomposes ¿z with respect to a so-called Fréchet-Nikodym topology on R.

(He still must assume that this topology is pseudometrizable, or is generated by

an "additivity" [3,2.1].)

In this article, we complete this circle of ideas, giving the analogue of

Darst's theorem for group-valued additive set functions, and a corresponding

decomposition for Fréchet-Nikodym topologies.

0. Notation. Throughout the paper, N is the set of nonnegative integers;

Y and Z are commutative topological groups (written additively); 1/ and W are

bases for the neighborhoods of 0 in Y and Z, respectively, consisting of closed

symmetric sets; R is a ring of subsets of a space S.

For subsets A, B of S, we write

AB=ADB,    A\B = {aEA:a$B},   Ac = S\A,    AAB = (A\B)U(B\A).

For any set function ip on R,

f((A)) = {^E): A D E E R}.

We assume that p. is finitely additive on R to Y, and v is finitely additive

on R to Z.

Note.   Since we are dealing with additive functions, requiring that Y and Z are com-

mutative is really no restriction:   for A, B in R, n(A) + ß(B) = n(A U B) + p(AB) = ju(B)

+ u(A).   So u has commutative range.

Usually we will impose the condition that p be s-bounded [5], [7], that is,

that ju(^,) """* 0 whenever A = (A¡)¡ is a disjoint sequence in R. Drewnowski

[2], [3] used the term "exhaustive" for this concept.

Finally, for the purpose of e/2"-type arguments given Fin I/, we choose,

by continuity of addition, neighborhoods Vn in 1/ such that for all n, E"=0 Vi

C V.

1. The main results.  In this section we suppose that the topological group

Y is Hausdorff.  We are interested here in the "e, S "-type of absolute continuity

and singularity:

1.1. Definitions. (1) ß is ^-continuous iff for each Fin I/, there exists

W in W with p(A) £ V whenever A E R and v((A)) C W.

(2) ju is ^-singular iff for each V in [/ and W in W, there exists A in R

with v((A)) C W, ß((Ac)) C V.

Here is the Lebesgue decomposition for these notions:

12. Theorem. Let ß be s-bounded and finitely additive on the ring R to

a complete subset of Y, and let v be finitely additive on R to Z. Then there ex-

ist unique s-bounded finitely additive functions juJ( ju2 on R to Y such that ß —
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jUj + p2, jUj is v-continuous, and p2 is v-singular.

Both jUj and p2 are p-continuous.

In fact, we shall see that there are formulae for calculating the continuous

and singular parts (2.2). Although our main interest is the above result in this

form, we are going to reword it a bit so that we may answer a question of

Drewnowski [3].

To each group-valued set function on R corresponds a natural uniform

topology on R.

1.3. Definitions. (1) For the set function v on R to Z, the i>-topology

on R (denoted by G„) is that topology on R which has a base for the neighbor-

hood system of a member A of R consisting of the families {B G R: v((A A B))

C W], for W in W.

(2) A topology G on R is called a Fréchet-Nikodym topology, provided

that under this topology the map (A, B) —> A A B on R x R to R is continuous

and the map A —*■ AB on R to R is continuous uniformly for B in R.

The notion of Fréchet-Nikodym topology ("FN" topology) was introduced

by Drewnowski [2] and studied in detail. (See also Sion [6].) Since we have

assumed that v is additive, it is evident that the ^-topology on R is an FN to-

pology. Any FN topology on R makes R into a topological group and renders

the map (A, B) —► AB uniformly continuous. We should also point out that in

an FN topology, 0 has a base of neighborhoods G with the added property that

for each A G G, AE G G for all E in R.

Let G be an FN topology on R. We see that p is G-continuous iff for each

V in 1/ there is a neighborhood G of 0 in G with p(A) G V for all A in G.

An appropriate definition for G-singularity is :

1.4. Definition,  ju is G-singular iff for each Kin 1/ and each G-neighbor-

hood G of 0, there exists A in G with p((Ac)) C V.

1.5. Remarks. (1) Evidently, p is ¿»-continuous iff p is Gv-continuous and

ju is i'-singular iff ju is G„-singular.

(2) However, this "generalization" is only conceptual. Indeed, if G is an

FN topology on R, then (R, A) is a topological group under G and, putting v(A)

= A defines an additive map on R to this group with Gv = G.

Now we can restate 1.2 so as to answer Drewnowski's question [3, p.47].

1.2'. Theorem.   Let p be s-bounded and finitely additive on R to a com-

plete subset of Y and G an FN topology on R.   Then, there exist unique s-

bounded finitely additive functions p1 and ju2 on R to Y such that pl is G-con-

tinuous and p2 is G-singular.

Both jUj and p2 are p-continuous.
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Actually, Drewnowski's definition of singularity is different from ours,

but we will see that in the context of the theorem they are the same (Theorem

3.3).

2. The construction. Although it could be avoided, it is convenient to

generate an FN topology by submeasures.

2.1. Definition (Drewnowski [2]).   q is a submeasure on R iff a is a

function on R to [0, «•) with <7(0) = 0 such that for A, B in R, q(A U B) <

q(A) + q(B) and A C B implies q(A) < q(B).

Drewnowski showed [2,1, 2.7] that for any FN topology G on R there is

a family Q of continuous submeasures on R which form a base for G in the sense

that the families {A G R: q(A) < e} (q G Q, e > 0), form a base for the G-

neighborhoods of 0. The proof is easy:  since G makes (R, A) a topological

group, there is a family P of continuous invariant pseudometrics which generate

G. For each p in P, put

p(A) = sup p(AE,0).
EeR

Take

Q = jmax p : P1 is a finite subset of P [.
I pep' )

Note that we can assume that Q is directed to the right by <: q1 < q2 iff

q¿A) < q2(A) for all A in R.(2)

From now on, G is a fixed FN topology on R; Q is a base of submeasures

for G, directed to the right by <; and for q in Q, we put

Kq = [a: a = (an)n is a decreasing sequence in R with q(an) —► 0}.

We note that Kq is directed to the right by <: a < ß iff an C ßn for all n in N.

The operators which give the decomposition 1.2' can now be defined.

2.2. Definition.   For A in R and q in Q, put

cqp(A) =   lim   lim p(A\an),   sqp(A) =   lim   lim p(Aan);
ae/C_   n aeK_   n

cp(A) = Um cqp(A), sp(A) = lim sqp(A),
qGQ qBQ

where g and Kq are directed as indicated above-provided the limits exist.

( )In case Y is a topological vector space with topology generated by a family S of

seminorms and v is finitely additive on  R to Y, the natural base of submeasures for the v-

topology is obtained by assigning to each s in S the s-semi variât ion of v, s-v(A) =

sup^gfj s(v(AE)) and putting {q \q = maxäeS' s-v, S' is a finite subset of S}.  In case Y

is a group, quasinorms [2] are used instead of seminorms.
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Evidently, if one of cqß and sqß exists, so does the other and ju = cqß +

sqß. Similarly for cß and sß. Theorem 1.2' and a little more follows from the

following lemmas (sba(R, Y) denotes the group (vector space if y is a topological

vector space) of s-bounded finitely additive functions on R to Y.)

23. Lemmas.  Assume Y is Hausdorff and complete and let ß £ sba(R, Y).

(1) The limits defining cqß(A) and sqß(A) exist in Y, uniformly for A in R.

(2) The limits defining cß(A) and sß(A) exist in Y, uniformly for A in R.

(3) Cß and s/x are ß-continuous.

(4) c and s are additive (linear) operators on sba(R, Y) to sba(R, Y).

(5) If ß is (^continuous then cß = ß, Sß = 0.

(6) If ß is G-singular then sß = ju, cß = 0.

(7) cß is G-continuous.

(8) Sß is G-singular.

(9) Ifß = ßx + ß2 where ßv ß2 E sba(R, Y), jut is G-continuous and ß2

is G-singular, then ßx = cß,ß2 = sß.

In the case Y" is complete, Theorem 1.2' follows immediately from 2.3, the

desired decomposition being ß = cß + Sß. If we only assume ß has its range in

a complete subset of Y, we are not much worse off:  Embed Y in its completion

Y ; then cß(A) and Sß(A) exist in Y and have all the desired properties. But since

the range of ß has complete closure, we see from their definitions that cß and sß

actually take their values in Y.

Proofs of the Lemmas 23.  By an easy indirect argument, which by now

is quite-standard, one can see that ß is s-bounded iff for each disjoint sequence E

in R, ß(AEn) —♦ 0 uniformly for A in R, or equivalently, since Y is complete,

iff for each increasing (or decreasing) sequence a in R, lim„ ß(Aan) exists uni-

formly for A in R. For these proofs, let us denote such a limit by ß(A, a).

(1) It is sufficient to show that, for each q in Q, sqß(A) = limaeA- JjLA, a)

exists in Y, uniformly for A in R. Fix q in Q and assume that the net (ß(A, a):

a £ Kq) does not converge uniformly for A in R. Then, for some F in I/, we can

choose, for each n in N, a" in Kq with a" <a" + 1 and

(*) ß(A, an)-ß(A,an + 1)<ßV+V+V,   for some A in R.

Using s-boundedness (see the remark at the beginning of the proof) we choose

recursively kn in N, for n in N, with kn <kn+i and ß((o^n\o^)) £ Vn for k

> kn. This implies two things. First, since Vn is closed, that

(**) n(Aaln) - J1(A, a") eV„   for all A in R;

secondly, that for all / <n, ^((aj^NaE )) c V¡.   [Indeed, for Kn, o/ <a" (so

that o4B C ankn) and k„ > kv so Ai((c4,A<*£„)) <= tf(o4,Wk||)) C V,.]   Now, put
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Bn = \J"-0 o4f. Then, since ju is additive,

which together with (**) yields

p(ABn)-p(A, a")GV0 + --- + VnCV,

for all A in R and n in N. But ju is s-bounded, so for large n, p(ABn + 1) -

p(ABn) G V for all A in R. Thus,

p(A, a") - p(A, a" + 1) = p(A, a") - p(ABn) + p(ABn) - p(ABn + 1)

+ p(ABn + 1)-p(A,a" + 1)

GV+V+V,

for all A in R.  This contradicts (*) and proves (1).

(2)  It is sufficient to show that the net (s p(A): q GQ) converges uni-

formly for A in R. The proof is similar to that of (1) but a little more delicate:

If the conclusion were false, then for some V in 1/ we could choose, for

each n in N, qn in Q such that qn < <7„+1 and:

(*) sqnp(A)-sqn + lp(A)$V+V+V,   for some ,4 in R.

For each n, find a" in Kq   such that for all a in Kq   with a > a", p(A, a) -

p(A, a") G Vn for all A in R.  Since Vn is closed, we also have

(**) sqHV(¿) - Ï(A> «") e vn    for A in R-

Now, if a is any member of Kq , then the sequence a U a" = (ak U a".)^ also

belongs to KQn and a U a" > a", so we have

lim p(Aak\ank) = p(A, aUa")- p(A, an)GVn.
k

If / < n, then q¡ < <?„, so or" G JÇ^   C A^., and by the last sentence,

limfcAt(^afc\<4)e vi for aU^ in R. Putting ßnk = Ç[i<n c^, we have for all A

in R,

p(A, a") - p(A, ß") = limpí"\J (o£\a¿)J S F0 + • • • + Vn_x,

so that using (**), sqnp(A)- p(A, ß") G VQ + ■ • • + Vn. Now, choose for each

n, kn in N with kn < fc„+1 and pLA, j3") - m(^/32„) SK„h, for all .4 in R.

Then

(***) sqnp(A) - p(Aßnkn) G V0 + • • • + Vn + Vn+1 C K.

Moreover, for each n, 02n D 0fc+í, and M is s-bounded, so that for large n,
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ß(Aßln) - ß(Aßi+l j ) £ V for all A in R. Combined with (***) this contra-

dicts (*) and (2) is proved.

(3) For each A in R,  V in I/, if ß((A)) C V then cß(A) =

linig lima limn ß(A\an) E V, since V is closed.  Thus cju is /x-continuous. Simi-

larly for sju.

(4) By continuity of addition in Y, we see that cß and Sß are finitely addi-

tive. Since each is /x-continuous, each is clearly s-bounded also. Thus c and s

map sba(R, Y) into itself. The additivity (linearity) of c and s also follow from

continuity of the operation(s) in Y.

(5) Suppose ß is G-continuous. Given V in 1/, find q0 in Q and e > 0

such that q0(A) < e implies ß(A) E V.  If q >q0, for each a in xï   we have for

large n, q0(Aan) < q(an) < e and hence ß(Aan) £ F, for all A in R.  Letting n

and then a run, we have s ß(A) in V for q> q0, A ER. This proves s/n = 0

and hence cß = ß.

(6) Suppose ß is G-singular and let V E \J, q EQ. For each n in N, choose

An in R with q(An) < 1/« + 1 and /x(04c)) CK„. Put a„ = f)?=o ¿p Then

aEKq, and we can easily check that for ß > a, lim„ /x(4\|3„) E F for all /I in R.

Thus Cqjui/l) E V for arbitrary F in 1/ and q in Q, whence cß — 0 and s/x = /it.

(7) To show that cß is continuous, first let q E Q and let A be a decreas-

ing sequence in R with q(A{)"s 0; that is, let A EK . Since the limits defining

cqß(A() are uniform in i", we have ]imfi p(A¡) = lima limn lim,- ß(Ai\an).  But for

a > A, A{\an = 0 for i > n, so this limit is 0. By Drewnowski [2, II, Theorem

6.1 ], this shows that cqß is ^-continuous; that is, continuous in the topology

induced on R by q. Since q is itself G-continuous, cqß is G-continuous. But

according to (2), \imqcqß(A) exists uniformly in A. Hence, if (/I,.),- is a net con-

verging to 0 in G, we have lim,- cß(At) = lim^ lim,- cqß(A() = 0, as claimed.

(8) Since c/x is continuous and s-bounded we can apply (5) to get s(cß) =

0. But then s/i = scß + ssß = ssß. Thus, it is sufficient to show that s/x = ß

implies ju is G-singular. Accordingly, suppose s/x = xx. We notice first that if F £

\/, B ER and ß(B) ̂  V, then for each qQ in Q and e > 0 there exists B' in R

contained in x? such that ß(B') $ V and qQ(B') < e (*).   [Indeed, if

lim   lima lim„ ß(Ban) = sp(B) = ß(B) £V,a closed set, then there exists q >

q0, and a in K , such that for large n ß(Ban) ^ V. Choose n large enough that

q(an) < e and take B' = Ba„.]

Now, suppose ß is not singular. Then there exists Fin f, q in ß and e >

0 such that, whenever A ER and #(j4) < e, Ac contains some B in R with p(B)

^ PI  Start with A =0 and combine this fact with (*) to find A0 in R with

ß(A0) fi V, q(A¿) < e/2.  Recursively, suppose A0, . . . , An are disjoint mem-

bers of R, chosen so that ß(A() $ V, q(A¡) < e/2l+1, for /' = 0,. .. , n. Then

<7(/l0 U • • • U /ln) < e, so that (40 U • • • U An)c contains a member An + l of
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R with p(An + 1) £ V which by (*) may be chosen so that q(An+i) < e¡2n+2.

The disjoint sequence thus constructed contradicts the hypothesis that ju is s-

bounded, so p is singular.

(9) If ju = jUj + p2 where jUj, ju2 are as stated, we apply (5) and (6) to

get cju = cjUj + cju2 = p1 (and sju = p2).

3. Singularity. In the next three sections, we consider some corollaries

and extensions of the above results. We continue to assume that p is a finitely

additive function on the ring R to the commutative topological group Y and that

G is an FN topology on R. In addition, we introduce the following terminology

and notation.

3.1. Definitions.   For A in R,

(1) A is ju-null iff p(E) G closure{ 0}, whenever A D E G R;

(2) ju^j is the map E —* p(AE) on R to Y.

For FN topologies Tj, T2 on R,

(3) Tj v T2 is the smallest (FN) topology containing Tj and T2.

(4) Tj A T2 is the largest FN topology contained in Tj and T2.

(5) 0 denotes {0, R}, the trivial topology on R.

In this section, we wish to compare our definition of singularity with two

related notions.

3.2. Definitions.   (1) ju is nowhere G-continuous iff each A in R for

which pA is G-continuous is p-nu\l.

(2) p is extremely non-G-continuous iff G„ A G = 0.

In [7, Theorem 2.4] we used the first notion to obtain one version of the

Lebesgue decomposition. (In that paper we talked only about continuity with

respect to a group-valued additive set function, but in view of 1.4(2), this is no

less general.)  Drewnowski [3] used the second notion (which he referred to

both as "extreme noncontinuity" and as "singularity") to obtain a Lebesgue

decomposition in the case where G was generated by one submeasure or by an

"additivity". In general, singular => extremely noncontinuous => nowhere contin-

uous, but in the context of 1.2 or 1.2'-where p is assumed s-bounded-we find

that all three notions coincide! Unfortunately, it appears that we need our pres-

ent construction to prove this, otherwise we could just apply the above men-

tioned result from [7] to obtain the decompositions of § 1.  The définition used

in this paper was chosen because it seems to give more insight into the nature of

singularity, it is probably more useful, and it more closely resembles the defini-

tion often used in the real-valued case [1].

3.3. Theorem   Let p: R —*• Y be finitely additive, and let G be an FN

topology on R.

(1) If pis G-singular, then p is extremely non-G-continuous.
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(2) If ß is extremely non-G-continuous, then ß is nowhere G-continuous.

(3) In case ß is s-bounded, all three conditions coincide.

Before proving this, we note that the concepts involved only depend on

the /x-topology GM, not on /x itself:

3.4. Lemmas.  (1) // ßl and /x2 are topological group-valued additive set

functions which are equivalent in the sense that GMl = Gß2, then ß1 is G-contin-

uous (or G-singular, or extremely non-G-continuous, or nowhere G-continuous,

or s-bounded) iff /x2 is.

(2) Given any topological group-valued additive set function on R, there

is an equivalent one with range in a complete Hausdorff group.

Proof.   (1) This is straightforward and is left to the reader. However,

for future use, we note that /x is G-continuous if and only if GM C G.

(2) Suppose ß is additive on R to Y.  Let Y0 be the Hausdorff group

obtained by identifying x and v iff jc - y £ closure { 0}, let n be the canonical

homomorphism of Y onto Y0, and put /x = it ° /x. If F is an open neighborhood

of 0 in y then tt[V\ is a neighborhood of the origin in Y0 with iTl [n[V] ] =

V; conversely, if U is a neighborhood of the origin in Y0, iT1 [U] is a neighbor-

hood of 0 in Y, with 7r[7r_1 [U] ] = U.  From this, we can easily check that GM

= G-. Of course, completing Y0 will not change the topology G-, so we are

done.

Proof of 33. (1) Let /x be G-singular and suppose that G is a neighbor-

hood of 0in GM A G. By définition of FN topology (1.3(2)), there is another

neighborhood G0 of 0 in Gß A G with G0 À G0 = {A A B: A, B £ G0) C G

and {AB: AEG0, B ER} CG0. Since G0 is a GM-neighborhood of0, there

exists Fin 1/ such that {E£ R: ß((E)) CV}CG0. Fix such a V. Since G0

is a G-neighborhood of 0 and /x is G-singular, there exists A in G0 withß((Ac)) C

F.  Thus, for all B in R, B = BA U BAe EGQAGQCG.  This shows that R is

the only neighborhood of 0in GM A G, so ß is extremely non-G-continuous.

(2) Suppose ß is extremely non-G-continuous. If A £ R and ßA is G-

continuous, then GßA C GM A G, so GßA = 0 = {0, R}. This means that for

allÄinRandallFinl/, ß(AB) = ßA (B) E V. Thus ß((A)) £ closure { 0} and

A is /x-null.

(3) By Lemma 3.4, we may assume Y is Hausdorff and complete. If /x is

s-bounded and nowhere /x-continuous, write /x = c/x + s/x, where c/x is G-contin-

uous and s/x is G-singular. Since s/x is also nowhere continuous by (1) and (2),

we see that c/x is both continuous and nowhere continuous. Thus each A in R

is c/i-null, so ß(A) = cß(A) + sß(A) = sß(A); whence, ju is singular.
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4. Decomposition of FN topologies.

4.1. Definition.   For an FN topology T on R, T is called exhaustive or

s-bounded iff each disjoint sequence in R converges in T to 0.

Along with his question on decomposition of additive set functions, Drew-

nowski [3, p. 47] asks whether exhaustive FN topologies can be similarly decom-

posed. We see now that the answer is "yes".

4.2 Theorem. Let T be an exhaustive FN topology on R and G any other

FN topology on R.   Then there exist unique FN topologies Tl and T2 on R

with T=Tl V T2, T, C G, and T2 A G = 0.

Proof.  Think of (R, A) as a topological group (Y, +) under the topology

T. The identity map p: R —*• Y (p(A) = A) is clearly finitely additive and s-

bounded, with G„ = T. By Lemma 3.4, there exists an equivalent additive p on

R to some complete Hausdorff topological group Y. Write p. = cp + sp, the de-

composition into G-continuous and G-singular parts. Put Tj = Gc¡j and T2 =

Gjjj. Then T, C G and, by 3.3(1) T2 A G = 0. Since both cp and sp are p-

continuous, Tl V T2 C T. On the other hand, since p = cp1 + sp2 we easily

check that T= G¡¡ C Tx V T2.

5. The Hewitt-Yosida decomposition; additivities.    We now consider the

problem of representing an additive function as the sum of a a-additive and a

"purely finitely additive" one. The notation of §0 is still assumed.

5.1. Definition.   For a finitely additive function p on R to Y, p is

purely finitely additive iff p is ^-singular for each a-additive function v on R to

a (commutative) topological group.

With this definition, we can state the following Hewitt-Yosida-type theorem.

52. Theorem. Assume Y is Hausdorff and let p be finitely additive on

R to a complete subset of Y.   Then there exist unique s-bounded finitely addi-

tive functions jux and p2 such that p = jux + ju2, jux is a-additive and p2 is

purely finitely additive.

In [8], we obtained such a theorem, with a slightly weaker definition of

"purely finitely additive"; namely, "ju is ^-singular for each s-bounded finitely

additive function v on R to a commutative topological group". The s-bounded-

ness of v was superfluous to the proof. Its use [8, p. 1168,1. 19] can be re-

placed by appealing to Lemma 5.3 below. We now feel that the present defi-

nition is the "right one". (Of course, by arguments such as those in §3, we see

that for ju s-bounded the two conditions coincide.)

53. Lemma.   Let v be finitely additive on R to Z.  Then v is a-additive

iff for each decreasing sequence A in R with C\„ An = 0, v(EAn) —* 0, uni-

formly for E in R; i.e. An—*0in Gv.
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Proof.   The condition is clearly sufficient.   On the other hand, if the

condition were not satisfied, then for some W in W, there would exist a subse-

quence B of A and a sequence E in R with v(EnBn) - v(EnBn+1) ^ W, for all

n.  Rewrite this:  v(EnBn KJBn+\)~ K^n+i) £ w- But each of these terms

tends to 0 by a-additivity, a contradiction.

Theorem 5.2 fits into the context of §§1 and 2 as follows. We could

replace the K 's of Definition 2.2 by one family K, the set of all decreasing

sequences in R with void intersection. Then the a-additive and purely finitely

additive parts are given by HmaeK limn ß(A\an), limaeJf lim„ ß(Aan), respec-

tively. (The third iterated limit being unnecessary.)   This method is actually very

close to that of [8] and of [3]. (See Remarks 5.4 below.) If it is preferred,

we could regard 5.2 as a special case of 1.2'.

Call an FN topology G on R order continuous [2, III, p. 439] iff for each

decreasing sequence A in R with f)n An =0, An —► 0 in G. There is a largest

such topology. This follows from [2, III, 8.1], but it is easy to check directly:

let t be the set of all order continuous FN topologies and see that the topology

G0 generated by(JGeT G is also an order continuous FN topology, hence the

largest one. Theorem 5.2 now follows from 1.2' and the following lemmas.

Lemmas. (1) /x is G0-continuous iffß is a-additive.

(2) ß is GQ-singular iffß is purely finitely additive.

We omit the easy proofs.

5.4. Additivities.  The proof of the Hewitt-Yosida decomposition given in

[8] involved the generation of an outer measure and restricting it to R.  If we

confine our attention to R, the construction looks like this:  To each A in R,

correspond the family <&[A] of countable partitions of A by members of R,

directed by refinement. The a-additive part of /x is given by px(A) =

hm/>ee [A ] ^XiSP ̂ (^)> anc* the purely finitely additive part by ß2(A) = ß(A) -

iXj(4).  Drewnowski [3] also noticed this (independently) and introduced the

notion of an additivity, a generalization of the notion of the partitions just men-

tioned. This enabled him to neatly prove the Hewitt-Yosida decomposition and

the Lebesgue decomposition simultaneously. The latter was obtained only for

the case that v takes its values in a pseudometrizable group. We now see that it

could have been done in general, using families of additivities.  Indeed, we could

have replaced in 2.2 the family Kq by the a-additivity <&q [3, p. 29] and ob-

tained cqß(A) = lining [A j l,Eep ß(E). The Kq are, however, technically

easier to handle.

6.  Remarks.

6.1. The o-additive case: the method of ideals. Here we wish to out-

line how the method of §2 simplifies if/x is a-additive on a a-ring R (a 5-ring would
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do). Assume Y is Hausdorff and complete and that Q is a base of submeasures

for an FN topology on R. For each q in Q, let Nq = {A G R: q(A) = 0}.

Then N is an ideal in R and the G-continuous and G-singular parts of ju are

given by

cp(A) = lim   lim  p(A\E),   sp(A) = lim   lim  p(AE),
qBQ E&Nq q(ZQ EEJ4a

where Nq is directed upward by inclusion and Q is directed as in §2. (This is

a natural extension of the method of [7].) In this framework, the relevant lem-

mas corresponding to 2.3 are somewhat easier to prove.

62. The additive case - from the aADDiTiVE one.   Now, suppose

one is interested in the decomposition theorem 1.2' but not in formulae such

as those in 2.2. We could proceed as follows. Given a finitely additive s-bounded

function ju on a ring R to a complete subset of the Hausdorff group Y. For sim-

plicity, take Y complete and R to be a field (if necessary, put p(Ac) = - p(A)

for A in R to extend p from a ring to a field). Now use a standard trick:

Let it be the Boolean isomorphism of R onto its Stone representation R

[4, p. 41]. Define jü on R by JiLA) = p(iTi(A)). The function p is automati-

cally a-additive-every decreasing sequence in R is eventually constant—so jü may

be extended to a a-additive function on the a-field R generated by R [6], [8].

(Here s-boundedness is used.) The isomorphism it also transfers G to an FN

topology G on R and this can be extended [2, HI, 8.3] to an FN topology G

on R. Now, use 6.1 to decompose p. into G-continuous and G-singular parts

cp and sjü. Put jUi(4) = cp.(n(A)) and p2(A) = sp(ii(A)) for A in R. Then ju =

jux + ju2 is the desired decomposition.

Although the method of 6.1, 6.2 is much less elementary than that of §2,

it is the one which first led to the discovery of Theorem 1.2, and thence to the

present paper.

63. The local setting. There has lately been considerable interest in

looking at what happens if a property of set functions holds only locally. A map

ju: R —*• Y has a property locally iff the map pA : R —* Y defined by pA(E) =

p(AE) has this property, for each A in R. Much of the above work has a local

analogue. For example, Theorem 1.2' can be modified to read "If m is locally

s-bounded finitely additive on R to a complete subset of Y, then there exist

unique locally s-bounded finitely additive functions pt, ju2 such that ju = jUj +

P2, jUj is locally G-continuous, and p2 is locally G-singular". The usual trick

works:  Find cpA and spA for A in R and put pt(A) = cpA(A), p2(A) =

spA(A).

It is perhaps worth pointing out that ju is locally s-bounded iff for each

decreasing sequence A in R, (p(An))n is a Cauchy sequence in Y.
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Added in proof.    1.   The suggestive terminology "sideways contin-

uous" is used by Alexiuk and Beznosikov instead of "s-bounded" or "exhaus-

tive".   This is probably better, since s-bounded (which is short for "strongly-

bounded") only implies bounded for additive set functions and only "exhausts"

when the corresponding FN topology is metrizable.

2.   Of interest in connection with this paper are:

T. P. Dence, A Lebesgue decomposition for vector valued additive set

functions, Pacific J. Math. 57 (1975), 91-98, and

R. B. Darst, The Lebesgue decomposition for lattices of projection opera-

tors, Advances in Math. 1 (1975), 30-33.
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